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What
is pirate fishing?

Pirate fishing is fishing con-
ducted outside the framework of
any national or regional fisheries
management regime. Technically
it is referred to as �Illegal,
Unregulated and Unreported�
(IUU) fishing.

Poaching within Exclusive
Economic Zones (EEZs, the
national 200-mile zones around
coastal states) is a serious pirate
fishing problem.  The world�s
major fisheries are concentrated
in the waters overlying the
continental shelves as these areas
support larger populations of
fish and because these depths are
easier for fishermen to reach.
As a result of  overfishing, many
of  these fisheries have collapsed
or are in decline.  The competi-
tion for the remaining fish is intense.  This
has lead to further unregulated or uncon-
trolled pirate fishing in international waters.

IUU or pirate fishing has been identified by
governments as a major threat to marine
biodiversity.  Of  particular concern is the
growing trend of  �flag of  convenience�
fishing where companies register their
vessels in countries that ask no questions
and do not exercise control over these
vessels.

Greenpeace has warned for many years that
the world�s oceans are under very serious
and growing threats from overfishing.
Greenpeace has identified its campaign for
ecologically sustainable fisheries as a major
global initiative.

Most commercially valuable species of  fish
are being ruthlessly over-exploited, while
other fish species of  little commercial value,
and other marine wildlife such as marine
mammals, seabirds, sharks and sea turtles
are slaughtered as �by-catch�.

According to the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organisation (UN FAO), some
70% of  the world�s fisheries are either over-
exploited, fully- exploited, depleted or

Causes of
pirate fishing

slowly recovering.  Adding to the problem is
the enormous waste of  industrialised fishing
fleets, which discard about 27 million
tonnes of  the fish they catch each year. That
is, one-quarter of  the annual marine fish
catch is thrown overboard dead.

The most blatant cause of  global overfishing
and waste is the unregulated growth in the
number of  large-scale, capital- and technol-
ogy-intensive fishing vessels in the world�s
fishing fleet. Because this fleet has grown so
large and so fast, fish catches in most
traditional fishing areas of  the world have
declined dramatically in recent years.

Consequently, more and more fishing
companies are sending out their industrial
fleets to hunt down new fish stocks in
hitherto remote or unfished regions. Many
vessel owners operate as pirates, requiring
their crews to deliberately flout interna-
tional laws devised to protect and conserve
fish stocks. A �gold rush� mentality has
developed and attention focused on the
unregulated areas of  the high seas, particu-
larly the remote Southern Ocean surround-
ing Antarctica.

Pirates operate world-over, from Antarctica
to the Mediterranean, from the North
Atlantic to the South Pacific.   They move
from fishery to fishery catching as much fish
as they can.  They are driving many species
to extinction.

“Information now available, such as
historical records of landings of toothfish
at ports of Namibia and Mauritius and
import figures for the USA and Japan,
clearly confirms earlier reports presented
by my delegation, of very high levels of
such fishing in the Southern Indian
Ocean sector of the Convention area.

“The permanent damage that has already
caused, for example, in the South Africa
EEZ around the Prince Edward Islands
where catch rates have fallen to about
10% of their initial levels, regrettably
now only bears testimony to our
collective inability to effectively address
this serious problem, both as individual
states and as a Commission.”

- South African delegate speaking during the
November 1999 meeting of CCAMLR.



Pirate fishing in the Southern Ocean

How do pirates
evade detection?
Pirate fishing companies often use �flags
of  convenience� from countries such as
Belize, Panama, Honduras and Vanuatu
whose flags are for sale with no questions
asked. As these states fail to exercise
control over their fleets, flag-of-conve-
nience vessels can fish the high seas
without abiding by international conser-
vation and management measures.  They
will often fish illegally in remote waters
and the waters of  other, primarily devel-
oping, countries that do not have the
ability to monitor or patrol their offshore
areas.  The international community is
currently addressing the problem of  flag of
convenience fishing.

The pirates use �dummy� or �shell�
companies that hide their owners� identi-
ties � particularly if  they are also using
flags of  convenience.

The pirate companies go to extraordinary
lengths to conceal international trade
routes. Their vessels sometimes carry no
markings at all to mask their identities at
sea.

They use ports where they know  the
authorities will allow the use of  their
facilities and turn a blind eye to the
environmental sustainability and source of
the catch. These ports then act as a
�gateway� to the global market for marine
fish.

They also know markets that are increas-
ingly deregulated, and where the origin of
the fish arriving for sale is not questioned.

Over the last six years there has been a
rapidly escalating problem of  pirate
fishing for Dissostichus eleginoides
(Patagonian toothfish) in the Southern
Ocean around
Antarctica.  Pirate
fishing occurs
mostly within the
area managed under
the 23-member
Convention for the
Conservation of
Antarctic Marine
Living Resources
(CCAMLR) and the
subantarctic EEZs
of  some member
states.

CCAMLR meets
annually in Hobart,
Australia. The
members of
CCAMLR are
Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Chile, European Community, France,
Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Republic of
Korea, New Zealand, Norway, Poland,
Russian Federation, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Ukraine, United Kingdom, USA,
and Uruguay.

CCAMLR�s objective is the conservation
of  Antarctica�s marine living resources.  It
was formed in response to concerns that
unregulated fishing of  Antarctic species,

especially krill,
could result in
irreversible damage
to the populations
of  other species in
the Antarctic
marine ecosystem.

Toothfish
The Patagonian
toothfish plays an
important part in
the Southern Ocean
ecosystem. It grows
slowly to more than
two metres, can live
for 50 years and

does not breed until it is at least 10 years
old. It lives in deep waters (from 300 to
3,500 metres) and is found on seamounts
and continental shelves around most
subantarctic islands.

Like many deep-sea species, little is
known about the Patagonian toothfish. It

Warwick Parer, Australian Minister for
Resources and Energy and Alexander
Downer, Minister for Foreign Affairs
- Press release. July 22, 1998

“If illegal and unregulated
fishing continues at the
current level the population
of Patagonian toothfish will
be so severely decimated
that within the next two to
three years the species will
be commercially extinct.
Some areas are already
showing signs of this.”



is known that it is part of  the sperm
whale�s diet and scientists have established
that for elephant seals of  subantarctic
Heard Island, toothfish comprises a major
part of  their fish diet.

On the market, Patagonian toothfish is
known by many different names including
sea bass, Chilean sea bass, Antarctic or
Australian sea bass.  In Japan it is sold as
mero.  In Chile it is known as bacalao de
profundidad or merluza negra.  In French
speaking markets it is known as Légine
Austral.

toothfish followed on the coat tails of  the
legal fishery. As the population of
Patagonian toothfish in these waters
became depleted the illegal fishers moved
eastwards.

By 1996 and 1997 they had spread to the
southern Indian Ocean.  By 1998, the
stocks around Prince Edward and Marion
Islands had been overfished to the point of
commercial extinction. The pirates
continue to poach thousands of  tonnes of
Patagonian toothfish around subantarctic
islands belonging to South Africa, France
and Australia.

In these remote waters, pirate companies,
their skippers and fishing masters are
willing to risk arrest and large fines to
illegally hunt for toothfish because of  the
high prices it fetches in Japanese, US and
European markets.

The total illegal catch of  Patagonian
toothfish in 1997 was around 100,000
tonnes with a value of  over US$500
million. The main importers of
Patagonian toothfish are Japan and the
USA, where they can fetch up to US$1000
each.

By 1999, CCAMLR estimated that in
most areas 30-100% of  the toothfish catch
was being taken by pirate longliners.

An albatross on it’s nest on the
subantarctic Campbell Island. An estimated
60,000 - 100,000 seabirds meet their
deaths each year on pirate longlines.

The
emergence of the
toothfish fishery
In the mid 1980s, overfishing forced
dozens of  Spanish, South Korean and
Japanese industrial fishing vessels out of
their national waters. They moved to
Chilean waters where they caught fish
such as Austral Hake and Golden
Kingclip. By the early 1990s overfishing
caused the collapse of  these fisheries.

These industrial fishing fleets then tar-
geted Patagonian toothfish. By 1994
fishing for Patagonian toothfish spread to
the South Atlantic, including the coast of
Argentina and the subantarctic island of
South Georgia. Illegal or pirate fishing for

Seabirds:
innocent victims
The greatest single threat to the survival of
most of  the world�s 24 albatross species is
longlining.  All 19 species of  Southern
Ocean albatrosses are seriously at risk
from drowning on pirate longlines.

CCAMLR�s Scientific Committee esti-
mates that over the last three years, as
many as 191,700 seabirds have been
hooked and drowned as bycatch on pirate
longlines in the CCAMLR area alone.
This breaks down to 46,500 albatrosses,
7,200 giant petrels and 138,000 white-
chinned petrels. Sadly, the true figure may
be several times this figure. Such levels are
unsustainable for these species, according
to the Scientific Committee.



Mauritius:
The Pirate Port

Mauritius is a major trans-shipment point
of  illegally caught toothfish to markets
around the world.  Mauritius does not
officially report the volume, value and
destination of  its toothfish exports.
However it is known that Mauritius ships
fish to Chile, Hong Kong, Japan,
Singapore, Taiwan and the USA.  UN
FAO trade data shows that Japan im-
ported 3066 tonnes of  toothfish from
Mauritius in 1998.  CCAMLR reports
show that the USA imported 537 tonnes
from Mauritius. Shipments to Chile, Japan
and the USA are particularly deplorable as
these states are CCAMLR members and
among those countries charged with
protecting the
species.

Mauritius was again
identified as the
primary port for
landings of  pirate-
caught toothfish at
CCAMLR�s meeting
in November 1999.
Using the limited
information avail-
able, CCAMLR
cautiously estimated
that about 12,280
tonnes of  toothfish
was trans-shipped in
Mauritius in 1998.
In 1997, an estimated
16,393 tonnes had
passed though
Mauritius. CCAMLR figures show that
landings of  toothfish in Mauritius were
63% of  the total Indian Ocean toothfish
catch.

Moreover, CCAMLR noted that there had
been reports of  toothfish being landed in
IUU ports under other species names,
contributing to the illegal catch.

Although some data is collected by
Mauritius on the origins of  the toothfish
landed there, this information is entirely
provided by the masters of  the pirate
vessels themselves.  Perhaps not surpris-
ingly, all these vessels claim to have caught
the toothfish outside national waters.  Five
of  the seven locations reported to
CCAMLR by Mauritius are well outside
the CCAMLR area but two locations are
within waters managed by CCAMLR.

In a recent article in a Mauritian newspa-
per, a representative
of  the Mauritius
Freeport Authority
asserted that the
toothfish trans-
shipped in Port
Louis was caught in
international waters.

It has been claimed
that because
Mauritian authori-
ties cannot deter-
mine whether
toothfish aboard
arriving vessels has
been caught within
the waters managed
by CCAMLR and/
or the EEZs of
subantarctic islands,

or in international waters, this somehow
justifies inaction on the part of  Mauritius
authorities.

Greenpeace believes that, far from being a
reason to continue to allow the landing of
toothfish in Mauritius, this is a compelling
reason not to allow landings of  this
threatened fish species at Mauritius ports.

In 1999, Mauritius was
again identified as the
primary port for landings of
pirate-caught toothfish.
CCAMLR estimate that
about 12,280 tonnes of
the fish was transhipped
through that port during
the previous year...Figures
show that landings of
toothfish in Mauritius were
63% of the total Indian
Ocean toothfish catch.

Above right:
The Salvora arrives
in Mauritius
accompanied by
Greenpeace in
March 1999



The case of  the
Salvora clearly
demonstrates that
the Mauritian
government and its
authorities cannot
have any confidence
in information
provided by pirate
vessels about the
origin of  toothfish
catches onboard.

On 2 March 1999,
the Greenpeace
vessel MV Arctic
Sunrise found an unmarked pirate
longliner 45 nautical miles from the
subantarctic French territory Kerguelen
Island, well within both the French EEZ
and CCAMLR Statistical Area 58.5.1.
The Kerguelen Plateau is a known �hot
spot� for pirate fishing activity.

The vessel took no precautions to prevent
seabird bycatch, as would be required
under CCAMLR regulations.  Very large
numbers of  seabirds, including albatrosses
and petrels breeding on nearby Kerguelen
Island, were around the vessel.  The
potential for significant seabird deaths was
very high.

Upon sighting the MV Arctic Sunrise, the
vessel cut its line and fled.

The MV Arctic Sunrise pursued the vessel,
a chase which ran for 16 days and eventu-
ally covered some 3000 miles. When
discovered, the vessel was not flying its
flag, displaying its name, port or call sign,
a breach of  international standards and a
practice common amongst pirate fishing
vessels hiding their identity while fishing
illegally.  The crew donned woollen ski
masks to conceal their identities and
crewmembers took hostile action by
throwing weights at five Greenpeace crew
in an inflatable boat.

During the pursuit, Greenpeace identi-
fied the vessel as the Belize-registered
�Salvora�, a vessel with a history of
illegal fishing for Patagonian toothfish
in the region.   She had most recently
been seen in Port Louis, Mauritius, on
14 January, 1999.

The case
of the �Salvora�

The Salvora was a repeat offender.  The
Australian government had already
arrested her in October 1997 when she
was found fishing for Patagonian toothfish
in the Australian EEZ surrounding
subantarctic Heard and McDonald Is-
lands.  An Australian frigate escorted the
vessel to Fremantle, West Australia, where
a court subsequently found the vessel and
master guilty of  illegal fishing and fined
them over AUS$1 million.

As with most vessels using flags of  conve-
nience to dodge fishing regulations set by
their own countries and internationally,
the Salvora�s true ownership was initially
hidden behind the standard �shell� or
�dummy� company in Belize.

It soon became apparent that a com-
pany in Galicia, Spain, owned the
Salvora.  Galician newspapers carried
stories about the �Galician ship� carry-
ing crew from Galicia.  In these reports,
the Salvora�s Galician legal representa-
tives claimed the vessel was fishing
legally.

Despite this, the Spanish government
denied any Spanish involvement.

During the chase, once it became obvious
that the Salvora had turned for Mauritius,
Greenpeace contacted the Mauritian
government to notify it of  the Salvora�s
imminent arrival, asking them to inspect
and investigate its activities.  In the event
Mauritius was unwilling or unable to
conduct such an investigation and take
appropriate enforcement action,
Greenpeace asked them to deny the
Salvora non-emergency access to its ports.

Above Right:
Mauritius Coast
Guard officials
board the Salvora
near Port Louis in
March 1999.



The Salvora and the MV Arctic Sunrise
arrived at the harbour limits of  Port
Louis, Mauritius on 16 March, 1999.
Greenpeace presented evidence of  the
vessel�s illegal fishing activities to the
Mauritian authorities, the French Em-
bassy and Australian High Commission,
confirming that it was found within both
French waters and the CCAMLR area.
This included a video showing the
Salvora at sea and its position displayed
on the global positioning system, audio-
tape of  radio exchanges, photo identifica-
tion and logbook extracts, together with
statements from the MV Arctic Sunrise
captain and the independent seabird
scientist onboard.

The Salvora was inspected by a Mauritian
team, which found 170 tonnes of
Patagonian toothfish onboard.  Their
report notes that the fishing gear showed
signs of  having being mounted very
recently, leading the team to believe that
some of  the fishing gear may have been
�hurriedly left at sea�.  The Salvora�s
logbook put the vessel�s position 300
nautical miles away from its true position
on the day Greenpeace found it.  An
informal interview with a Mauritian
crewmember revealed that the vessel cut
its line and abandoned fishing gear when
the Greenpeace vessel was sighted.

The report concluded that despite there
being �no formal evidence� of  illegal
fishing within French waters, evidence

from the Greenpeace video, observations
of  fishing gear, and information from the
Mauritian crew member, threw doubt
upon the credibility of  the Salvora�s
claims.  They noted that the captain could
not provide written evidence to formally
establish the area where the vessel had
fished.

The next day, the Mauritian government
said it would not allow the Salvora to land
its catch in Port Louis.   In response, the
Salvora�s Spanish owners brought a legal
case against the State of  Mauritius, the
Port Authority and the Director of
Shipping for their decision to not allow
the landing of  toothfish.

The Mauritius Supreme Court decision
ruled against the Salvora�s owners.  In his
April 20 judgement, Justice DB
Seetulsingh held that there was direct
evidence that the Salvora had caught
toothfish within the French EEZ.  He said
the captain of  the Salvora could not
furnish convincing evidence as to where
he carried out fishing activities since he
kept neither navigation nor precise fishing
records.  The court cited the Greenpeace
evidence showing that the identification
marks of  the vessel were hidden and it was
impossible to check the veracity of  the
positions at sea of  the Salvora.

Following this decision, the Salvora could
not unload her catch and left Mauritius
shortly afterwards.

Heading into the port of Mauritius two
weeks later the ship reveals itself as the
Salvora.

At sea and under Greenpeace scrutiny
the pirate fishing vessel has covered its
name and call sign.

Same Ship,
Different Day



International
efforts to halt pirate fishing

The failure by nations to effectively and
swiftly eliminate pirate fishing in the
Southern Ocean has brought Patagonian
toothfish populations to the brink of
collapse.

Controls to manage fisheries on the high
seas and to put an end to the pirate fishing

in the Southern
Ocean simply do
not exist, and most
nations lack the
political will to do
anything to end the
gold rush. The
onslaught by pirate
fishing vessels is
undermining
attempts to con-
serve the region�s
biodiversity.

In 1999, CCAMLR
cautiously esti-
mated the pirate
toothfish catch for
the 1998-1999
season at 10,733
tonnes.  CCAMLR
concluded that
whilst on paper it
appeared that IUU
fishing had de-
creased, the uncer-
tainties in estimat-
ing the actual level
of  IUU fishing had

increased, estimates were conservative, and
the true catch figure might in fact be
higher.  A declining IUU catch could
reflect depleted fish stocks rather than
lessened fisheries effort or better enforce-
ment action by CCAMLR.

CCAMLR also suspected that levels of
trans-shipment of  illegal catches at sea had
increased, adding further uncertainty to
1998/99 estimates of  pirate catches.

Uncertainty about the actual catch of
toothfish undermines in turn the ability

of  CCAMLR scientists to assess and
provide management advice on the status
of  fish populations and the associated
impact on Southern Ocean seabirds.

Despite attempts by some CCAMLR
governments to take action to end pirate
fishing in the Southern Ocean, the
plunder continues.  The demands of  a
growing and increasingly powerful domes-
tic commercial fishing industry compro-
mise some states, and makes it difficult to
take the steps necessary to protect the
Southern Ocean ecosystem.  These
commercial interests want access to the
resources of  the Southern Ocean, irrespec-
tive of  the sustainability of  fishing for
both target and bycatch species.

In November 1999, CCAMLR adopted a
Catch Documentation Scheme (CDS).
The scheme is held to be central to a
package of  measures to improve
CCAMLR�s monitoring and enforcement
capabilities. The CDS requires CCAMLR
members to ensure that all toothfish
entering their markets come from a
certified source � i.e. caught in accordance
with CCAMLR conservation measures.

CCAMLR�s CDS on its own does not
ensure this. It requires the broader mem-
bership and established implementation
mechanisms of  an international trade
monitoring and regulatory body, which
CCAMLR does not have. Greenpeace
believes that the Convention on Interna-
tional Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) is the
body which has precisely those character-
istics.

At best, the CDS might provide better
estimates of  the volume of  pirate toothfish
catches.  Generally it will prove impos-
sible for authorities to determine whether
the information provided by the ship�s
master about the source of  the catch is
honest.  Accordingly, this data will be of
little value to scientists advising on the
state of  toothfish stocks and associated
populations.

Greenpeace believes that to
stop the pirates, CCAMLR
should declare and enforce a
moratorium on fishing for
toothfish. The moratorium
should stay in place until the
pirate fishery has been driven
out, the remaining toothfish
stocks assessed for their
ecological ability to support a
commercial fishery, and
regulations are in place to
adequately manage
“resumed” fisheries. This
moratorium needs to be
supported by a trade ban in
toothfish, that would require
toothfish to be listed for
protection under CITES.



Mauritius:
still harbouring the pirates

Most CCAMLR states have said they will
not import toothfish caught in the Con-
vention area unless it has been caught in
accordance with CCAMLR conservation
measures. This presents little problem to a
vessel�s captain, who has only to declare
that the fish was caught outside the
Convention area. This done, the fish is
admitted to CCAMLR member markets
with no impediment.  Japan has made it
even easier for the pirates: by announcing
that as long as the catch forms are filled in

correctly, it will not block toothfish
shipments destined for its domestic
markets.

Greenpeace believes that to stop the
pirates, CCAMLR should declare and
enforce a moratorium on fishing for
toothfish. The moratorium should stay in
place until the pirate fishery has been
driven out, the remaining toothfish stocks
assessed for their ecological ability to
support a commercial fishery, and regula-
tions are in place to adequately manage
�resumed� fisheries.  This moratorium
needs to be supported by a trade ban in
toothfish, that would require toothfish to
be listed for protection under CITES.

During the Salvora affair, the Mauritian
government made statements indicating its
intention to not accept landings of
toothfish by pirate vessels.

At the time, Greenpeace welcomed these
statements and urged the Mauritian
government to turn its words into action
and commit to ending its days as a pirate
port.

The Minister of  Fisheries Mr Dan
Beeharry publicly pledged that Mauritius
would collaborate in the fight against
illegal fishing for toothfish.  Mr
Beeharry�s comments were made after he
had received visits from the French and
Australian ambassadors, requesting that
action be taken against the Salvora.

In the 23 March, 1999 sitting of  the
Mauritius Parliament, Mr Clavel
Malherbe, the Minister for Land Trans-
port, Shipping and Port Development,
said that the government was �stopping
these vessels� and that future cases of
illegal toothfish vessels would be catered
for if  he were in charge.

Also in Parliament, Mr Malherbe re-
sponded to a question regarding the
closure of  Port Louis to transhipments of
Patagonian toothfish in order to clear the
image of  Mauritius by saying:

��if  we are not satisfied that the fish has
been fished except in an authorised and
not illegal manner, the vessel won�t be
able to discharge for transhipment.�

Malherbe also told the Parliament that the
government was re-examining whether it
should join CCAMLR. So far, it has not.

Since March 1999, Greenpeace has contin-
ued to monitor IUU activities in Port
Louis.  Regrettably, and contrary to the
statement by Mr Malherbe, we have
observed continued transhipment of
Patagonian toothfish through Port Louis
by known IUU vessels.  Even the Salvora,
now renamed Polar, enjoys the freedom of
Port Louis for landing pirate toothfish
catches.   So far as we have been able to
ascertain, such activities have gone unchal-
lenged by the Mauritian authorities.



UN General Assembly Resolution 54/32 reads:

“6. Calls upon all States to ensure that their vessels comply
with the conservation and management measures in
accordance with the Agreement [1995 UN Fisheries
Agreement] that have been adopted by sub-regional and
regional fisheries management organizations and
arrangements;

“7. Calls upon States not to permit vessels flying their flag
to engage in fishing on the high seas without having effective
control over their activities and to take specific measures to
control fishing operations by vessels flying their flag;”

The international community is becom-
ing increasingly concerned about pirate
fishing, with international negotiations
currently underway to address the global
problem.

The UN FAO has established a process of
negotiation for an International Plan of
Action to combat IUU fishing.  This
process was reinforced by a Meeting of
Fisheries Ministers in Rome in March
1999 which placed particular emphasis on
the problem of  flags of  convenience, and
the meeting in April 1999 by the United
Nations Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD).

The UN FAO has scheduled the first
round of  negotiations for 2nd-6th October

Pirate fishing: a global problem
2000.  Among other measures,
Greenpeace is calling for the inclusion of
measures that would close ports to flag of
convenience vessels, close markets to flag
of  convenience caught fish, and prevent
companies from owning or operating flag
of  convenience vessels.

The IUU fishing issue has also been
addressed in a resolution adopted by
consensus by the United Nations General
Assembly on November 24, 1999.  In
debating the threats to the world�s oceans,
the UN Secretary General and the Gen-
eral Assembly placed particular emphasis
on the need to eradicate illegal fishing, in
particular by fishing vessels flying flags of
convenience.



The environmental consequences of  an
out-of-control pirate fishery on Southern
Ocean biodiversity is potentially cata-
strophic.  It is not something Mauritius
should want to be party to by allowing its
ports to be used as transhipment points to
luxury markets.

The Mauritian government must see the
landing and transhipment of  the products
of  pirate fishing as separate to those of
legitimate and sustainable fishing activity.

Mauritius has the opportunity to repair
the damage to its reputation resulting
from its involvement in Southern Ocean
pirate fishing for toothfish.

Greenpeace urges Mauritius to lead the
way internationally by taking effective
action to close its ports to pirate vessels
seeking to land and tranship toothfish.

Greenpeace also urges Mauritius to begin
the process to accede to the Convention
for the Conservation of  Antarctic Marine
Living Resources as a matter of  urgency.

Mauritius:
challenge and opportunity



Appendix:
Greenpeace list of toothfish vessels

Greenpeace has compiled a list of  vessels
which have landed Patagonian toothfish in
Mauritius since the MV Arctic Sunrise
visit in March 1999.  These vessels are not
licensed by CCAMLR.  Some have
previously been arrested and found guilty
of  illegal fishing.  Many fly flags of
convenience. Some have links to interests
in CCAMLR member states. Some of
these vessels have been previously sighted
in the CCAMLR area.

This is not intended to be a full and
complete list of  all vessels which have
landed toothfish in Mauritius during this
period.  This is based on information that
Greenpeace has compiled according to the
sources shown in the list.

Sources Glossary

MPA Mauritius Port Authority, Daily Port Situation

GP Greenpeace Observers in Mauritius

ISO ISOFISH Mauritius Report: “Arrest of Patagonian Toothfish
vessels:Information collected by ISOFISH” (05.01.99)

CCAMLR Information of Landings of TF in Ports of Non-Contracting Parties, MUS and
NAM (CCAMLR SCOI-99/11, Agenda Item No. 2)

L L Lloyd’s shipping list (http://www.seasearcher.com)

ISO ISOFISH Mauritius Report: “Arrest of Patagonian Toothfish vessels: Informa-
tion collected by ISOFISH” (05.01.99)

Chatyr Dag A-2
Cisne Azul A-2
Cisne Rojo A-3
Monte Confurco A-3
Rita A-4
Grand Prince A-5
Nina A-5
Lua A-6
Bouzon A-6
Vega A-7
Coral A-7
Praslin A-8
Elqui A-8
Polar A-9
Viarsa 1 A-9
Vasco da Gamma A-10
Nao A-10

A-1


